JKG Sunday: 4th-7th Hebrew Curriculum
All students at JKG will learn about the following topics in tons of different ways. JKG lessons are
experiential, action-packed, and content-rich. Students are divided into leveled Hebrew groups below.
These groups move at the students pace, so each group goes through the curriculum at different speeds.

Adom (Red) Hebrew Group - Aleph Bet
●
●

The adom group focuses on identifying the Hebrew letters and vowel sounds. This group will also
begin to develop some decoding skills as well.
By the end of the year, a student who has mastered the Adom group will be able to demonstrate
identification of the sounds and names of all letters of the Hebrew alphabet as well as identification
of all the vowels of Hebrew. This recognition of the letters will create a strong foundation for
decoding of Hebrew words and learning of the Hebrew vowels.

Yarok (Green) and Cahol (Blue) Hebrew Groups - Decoding
●
●

The yarok group focuses on decoding Hebrew letter/vowel combinations. Decoding means
sounding out, not comprehension of vocabulary.
By the end of the year, a student who has mastered the Yarok and Cahol group will be able to
demonstrate advanced skills in identification and usage of knowledge of Hebrew letters and vowels
by blending them and reading 4-5 letter words. This step in decoding will create a strong
foundation for the decoding of longer Hebrew words and phrases.

Sagol (Purple) Hebrew Group - Accelerated Decoding
●
●

The sagol group focuses on enhancing decoding skills and may begin to develop some
comprehension of Hebrew vocabulary.
By the end of the year, a student who has mastered the Sagol group will be able to demonstrate
advanced skills in identification and usage of knowledge of Hebrew letters and vowels by blending
them and reading 4-5 letter words. This step in decoding will create a strong foundation for the
decoding of longer Hebrew words and phrases.

Varod (pink) Hebrew Group - Conversational Hebrew
●
●

The varod group focuses on developing Hebrew vocabulary and comprehension of spoken and
written Hebrew.
By the end of the year, a student who has mastered the Varod group will be able to demonstrate
beginning skills in conversational Hebrew. This step in conversational Hebrew will create a strong
foundation for more advanced conversational skills.

The best way to see what your kids are doing at JKG is by reading our weekly blog. Check it out at
jewishkidsgroups.com/sunday-blog. H
 ave more questions about our curriculum? Contact Neshama Littman,
JKG Sunday Families Director, at S unday@jewishkidsgroups.com or (404) 403-6468.

